
ABSTRACT

Electroreceptors- parts of neurons that

receive electrical signals

Passive Electrosensing- a process of

detecting outside electrical signals using

special electroreceptors

Active Electrosensing- a process of

sensing things in the outside world using

electrical signals actively sent out by the

organism itself. The organism essentially

predicts the effects of its own electricity

to sense what is happening around it.

Electrosensory system- the system of 

electroreceptors and neurons that work

to sense, produce, and process

electrical signals

E and I cells- neurons in the

electrosensory system that process or

interpret electrical signals after they are

first sensed. The signals reach them right

after hitting the electroreceptors.

Electron Organ Discharge (EOD)- Self-

produced electric fields a part of the

fishes’ systems for navigation and

communication.

Negative Images-  an inverse of an

EOD that makes the two cancel out and

not affect I and E cells.

Did you know that certain types of fish can locate other

organisms by sensing electrical signals that they give off? They

use electrical signals like mammals can use sound to detect

other mammals! We can tell how far away somebody or

something is by how loud the sound is. Instead of using sound,

the mormyrid fish use passive electrosensing to detect the

electrical signals of surrounding organisms so that they can

locate their predators, prey, and friends! However, they also

can use active electrosensing to send out their own

electrical signals, called EODs, and receive cues about their

environment. The fish have to be able to distinguish between

outside electrical signals and their own. 

In this study, researchers proved that part of the mormyrid

fish's electrosensory system plays a role in cancelling out

self-produced EODs using signals called negative images.

These help them better sense and process outside electrical

cues. Their research is significant because mormyrid fish are a

great model organism to help researchers understand how

organisms generally use active and passive sensing to

interpret the world around them!
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Figure 1: How electrical signals are processed in mormyrid fish to

help them detect prey.



Researchers wanted to know when EODs stopped interfering with the fish's
ability to detect prey-like signals. They measured the amount of EOD signal at
the electroreceptors and at the E and I cells. 

To test how the fish send out negative image signals, they prevented the fish

from sending out actual EODs but still allowed its brain to send out EOD

commands. Instead of EODs, the researchers sent out electrical shocks that

mimicked EODs for the fish at different times, so that they were either in sync

with the fish's brain's commands or delayed. They measured how well the E and

I cells responded to the mimics. A bigger response meant that those cells

wouldn't have been able to detect prey at the time of the EOD. 

They tested how the fish's behavior would compare to their cells' responses.
The researchers tracked one behavior that showed how well the fish would
have been able to detect an outside electrical cue, like a prey signal. 

MEET  THE  MORMYRID !
This slimy, African electric fish lives in muddy

waters and has a very large and developed

brain that helps it use active and passive

sensing to navigate the outside world

(Figure 2). One of the most interesting

parts of mormyrid fish is that they use

passive sensing to detect electrical signals

from prey. As for active sensing, the fish

also produce their own electrical fields and

release electrical signals known as electric

organ discharges (EODs). These discharges

HOW  THE  EXPERIMENT  WORKED

FIGURE 2 The Mormyrid fish's electrical organ

discharge signals are recorded using electrical probes

that measure the fish's rate of sending out signals.

produce feedback for the fish, just like a microphone does when its too close to a

loudspeaker. So, it needs to distinguish EOD feedback, shown in Figure 3, and prey

signals. Researchers believe that the fish actually send out "negative image" signals that

basically cancel out their EODs. This way, there are no signal conflicts!



Researchers discovered that as electrical
signals are received by the electroreceptors,
EODs overpower prey-related signals. But, as
the information about the signals is sent to the E
and I cells, information about prey is instead
prioritized, as shown in Figure 1. Still, they
needed evidence that this was caused by
negative images!

After sending out EOD mimics, the researchers
saw that the fish immediately released a
negative image signal. This canceled out the
EOD feedback, as shown by the very small EOD
responses in E and I cells.

But, the fish were only able to cancel out EOD
feedback when the EOD mimics were synced up
with the actual EOD commands from the brain.
This meant that the fish brain needed to know
the specific timing of the EOD in order to send
out the right negative image. 

This is shown in Figure 4 when the top (negative
image) and bottom (EOD) signals get summed
up and cancel each other out so that only the
middle (prey signal) gets detected by the fish.

The same result was shown in the fish's
behavior! As long as the EOD command from
the fish and EOD mimic from the researchers
were synced up, the fish behaved in a way that
showed they were able to detect and respond
to prey signals.

FIGURE 4: This is a visual representation of

negative image and EOD responses. They

(the top and bottom signals) are opposites of

each other and thus cancel each other out. 

RESULTS

FIGURE 3: The lines surrounding the fish

represents the fishes electrical fields.



When the Mormyrid fish sensed predictable responses (or EODs) after

sending out EOD commands, they were able to form gradually

negative images that cancelled out the electrical feedback caused

by the EODs. 

Thus, they were better able to detect prey-like signals, as shown in

behavioral experiments.

They’re an important model organism for studying predictive

signaling and seeing how organisms use active/passive sensing to

help interpret the sensory stimuli around them (Figure 5). We

might even be able to apply our knowledge of negative images in

fish to better study how mammals, like humans, are able to ignore

noises we make while eating and digesting food.

Also, knowing how electric fish sensation works might help with

creating robots and artificial intelligence (AI) with similar

perceptive systems. 

CONCLUSIONS

Adapted by Hannah Glasser and Sammy Tavassoli from Internally Generated Predictions Enhance
Neural and Behavioral Detection of Sensory Stimuli in an Electric Fish by Armen G. Enikolopov et al.,
Neuron, 2018.

WHY  DO  THESE  FISH  MATTER?

FIGURE 5: This is a real mormyrid fish! Pretty puny looking, right? But, it's extremely useful for studying

perception. Can you think of other animals that have become surprisingly valuable models for our brains?


